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STAIRS

cliff  climb

STAIRS

cliff  climb

STAIRS

slot canyon climb
HALLS

cliff  ledge

STAIRS
ascending hilltop
natural light
views to all fl oors

ENTRY 
low entry
funnel
rabbit hole

HALLS
forest fl oor
light trickles down

DINER
nighthawks
people watching
holds corner

INDIVIDUAL STUDY
intimate
human sized space

SMALL GROUP STUDY
small cavern

LARGE GROUP STUDYLARGE GROUP STUDY
large cavern CAFE

between
inside and out

THEATER
holds large crowds and 
large fi lms

FILM GALLERIES
isolation
bubble
black

FILM GALLERIES
isolation
bubble

BLACK BOX GALLERY
only senses from art

arena at the corearena at the core

LECTURE HALL

container for machines 
and projects

FABRICATION SHOP
container for machines 
and projects

FABRICATION SHOP

FILM HISTORY MUSEUM

moving up through history
dark to light ascension
largest object for wayfi nding

CIRCULATION 
CORE
easy access to 
all fl oors
large object for 
wayfi nding

FLOOR 1: SHOWING FLOOR 2: BUILDING

Forms are enclosed in a steel 
frame

NORTH SOUTH SECTION 1/16”=1’
Experiences requiring less light are placed towards the center of the building
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fi eld of books

LIBRARY

HALLS
canopy
roof platforms
parkour

HALLS
wander through 
forest of objects

cliff  scramble
hands and feet

STAIRS

CLASS
debate room
student discussion

MEETING
bird cage
thin mesh 
separation from 
hall

MEETING
pit
villain’s lair
intimate

CLASSCLASS
lecture room
raised seating for 
views to front

SCREENING

isolated
no outside light or sound

RECORDING STUDIO

inside of a pillow

RECORDING STUDIO

inside of a pillow

COLOR EDITING 
everything 18% gray

PRODUCTION
container for 
fi lming

PRODUCTION
container for 
fi lming

MEETING
hidden in the rafters

INDIVIDUAL STUDY 
column forest
personal chambers
narrow halls

intimate tent
MEETING

faculty conference
ledge

MEETING

box of nature

MEETING

introverted sheltered 
rooms with small entries
extroverted open rooms 
with large entries

OFFICE

look out tower

MEETING

white box
sensory deprivation

MEETING

FLOOR 3: PRODUCING FLOOR 4: MEDITATING

Forms are stacked using CLT panels 
and columns

EAST WEST SECTION 1/16”=1’

The Institute of the Moving Image occupies one block of the new Post Offi  ce Blocks in the Pearl 
District, extending the Park Blocks to the Broadway Bridge. The concept of building around 
the experiences is taken to the urban design level. The parks become a forest path, a hilltop, a 
piazza, and a fi eld for play. 
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